IM'I/EC is an English-Chinese machine translation system ~,hich integrates some outstanding features of the case grammar end semantic grammar lnto a uniform frame, LISeS various kuowledgo In the disamblguation, and tries to modify the object language by itself. In this poF,er,we first introduce IMT/EC's design motivetiorl and overall architecture, then describe the deslgn philosophy of its translation mechanisms and thelr procesging algorithms.
system ba intelligent. In addition, it also tries to inregret9 as many advantages of conventional machine translation systems into a single system as possible, such as, to provide the system with powerful mechon-. Isms for the processing of various ambiguities and contextu,~l relations. The design of the IMT's translation mechanisms are based on the following conslderQti on ~;,
(1) St-analysis In the development of machine translation system, in order to disambiguato the source language, we have to {molyze the input deeply to get the internal meonlng representation of the source language.
However, the deeper we aaalyze the input, the more we lose the clues about how to express the translation, also, th(it it results in extremely poor or no translations ef sentences for which complete analyses can not be (h~rlved [Slocum 85 ]. To find a suitable analysis depth so as to get both clues about how to express the trorl~;lation of the input and to disombiguate the input conlpletely Is almost impossible. In the IMT/EC, we try t(, design a simple grammar analysis mechanism --SC-gr'(~mmar auulysls mechanism to inherit both the outstanding features of case grammar analysis and semantic grammar analysis so as to produce a high quality translation, (2) Multl-language translations oriented In present technical conditions, it is impossible to design a general internal meaning representation for all natural languages. Thus, the knowledge based multl-language oriented machine translation system is difficult to be marketed in the near future. A feaslble way ~or designing multl--longuage oriented machine translatJorl systems might be to separate the processing mechanisms from the language specific rules |as King et oI. ~5], thet ie, t O apply the same processing meotlonlsm with different language specific rules for d~ffErent natural language pair translations.
In the 1NI'/EC, we develop a general rule representation form for the representation of various knowledges used in the translotlon. Knowledges for different language palr translations are stored in the differant packages of the knowledge base IMT-KB. The knowledge base are organized In multi-package end multilevel way so as to store rules for the translation of different language pairs and different phases of the processing.
Thus, the system can be easily extended for' multi-language trarlslatlon purposes.
(3) Diversity processing As the dlsemblguation rules are rather words specific, ±% is difficult to manage them in the same way. To deal wlth this problem, we store these rules in their respected word entries end classify them es several categories in the IMT/EC, Each category corresponds tO 0 general subroutine epplleatlon mechanism, which apply the word specific rules and subroutines in the processing of translation. The subroutines are stored in a natural language specific subroutine package. Some word specific subroutines are directly stored in the respected word entry.
(~) Powerful exceptional processing
Since the natural language phenomena ore so abundant that any existed machine translation system can not process all the phenomena, it is essential to provide an exceptional processing mechanism in the system to deal wlth exceptional phenomena. As IMT/EC incorporates some learning mechanisms, thus, it is more powerful in dealing with the exceptions than others.
(5) Automatic modification of the translation Generally speaking, machine translation system can only produce rigid translatlons, it is a desire that MT systems be able to modify the output by itself so as to produce more fluent translations.
IMT/EC tries to apply same common sense knowledge and linguistic knowledge of object language to disamblguate the input end modify the translations, thus, to improve the translatlon quality.
In the following paragraph, we focus on the translation procedure of the system end the algorithms related to it ignoring the knowledge base organization and management mechanisms. Whenever the system encounters o sentence out of its processing range, it analyzes the sentence in detail to get all the possible translations, and then evaluates these translations according to the preference rules stored in.the IMT-KB to select on appropriate translation and modify the related rules used in the analysis to reflect the selections. It skips over sentences which the translation con not be determined by the preference rules Instead of interacting with human beings.
The translation procedure
IMT/EO's tronslatlon procedure is divided into several phases, i.e.,morphology onalysls and dictioncry retrlvlng, SC-grammor anolysls,dlsamblguotlon and transfer, modification of the tronslatlon etc.
The communlcotions between tronslotlon mechanisms and the knowledge bose ore performed by the knowledge base management system IMT-KB, these operations includes getting a se~ of related rules and returning some Information for the modification as well aS augmentotlon of the MT knowledge bose.
Morphology analysis and dictionary retriving
In the IMT/EC, words in most common uses con be retrived by either their base forms or their surface forms, whlle most of the other words can only be retrieved by their base forms. The tasks of the morphology analysis ore to process the prefix, suffix, and compound words. Since these processlngs ore completeiv natural language specific, in order for the processing mechanisms to be language independent, we develop a language independent morphology analysis mechanism to opply the language specific morphology rules In the morphology analysis,
The morphology analysis rule form is <surface pattern> -> <conditions> I <result>
Here, <surface pattern> is the surface form of the word to be analyzed, <conditions> is the oppllcotlon condltlons of. the rule, <result> Is the definltlon of the word base form analyzed.
For example,
(1)
Here, *, -1 and *2 are variables Indlcating that it con be bounded to any sub-character string of the word to be analyzed, def(X) is the definition of X in the IMT-KB, SV, PN, cam are surface 'features of the word.
Rule (I) Indlcotes that when the last character of the surface form of a word is 's' and the remained character string * in the word is o verb, then its surface feature is the slngulor verb form (SV) of the verb *. Thus, It returns the value of (def(*), SV) as result.
Rule (2) indicates that when the lost character of the surface form of a word is 's' and the remained character string * in the word is o noun, then its surface feature is the plural noun form (PN) of the noun *. Thus, it returns the value of (def(*), PN) as result.
Rule (5) indicates that when the character string of o word comprises a character '-', the left pert ~1 and the right part w2 of '-' ore both words, then it lso compound word of ~I and w2.Thus, it applies morphology rules to analyze the word ~1 and *2, and returns the value of ((f(morphology -1),f(morphology w2)),COM) as result, Suppose that, SX indicates that X is o variable, #X returns the character llst of X, &X returns the lost character of X, >X returns the first part of rule X or the first element of a list, <X returns the remained port of X which (>X" <X o X), f(X,V) returns the first different item palr of X ond Y, lookup(X) looks up the dictionary and returns the deflnltlon of the word X, search(X) returns the morphology rules which leclu-. des character X, check(X) tests whether two elements of the item pair X is uniflable or nag, null(x) tests whether llst X IS empty, apply(g,x) returns the result of g(X), t(X) tests whether result X needs further onolysls and performs recurslve analysis when necessary. The algorithm for morphology analysis and diction--erv retrievlnq is as follow. INITIALIZE $X <-#word; SP <-search(& SX); $P <-$PU search(> $X); $result <-( ); for $rule m SP do {MATCH SPAT <= > Srule; $COND <->"< $rule; $RES <-<=< $rule; Loop $patr <--f(SPAT, SX); if (null($polr)) goto TEST; if (not(check($pair))) break; SPAT <-$PAT~ Spelt; iPAIR .I. <-. iPAIR l.U ($polr}; gate Loop ; rEST for $CONDI e$COND, do ($PROP <-lookup(>e < ($CONDL)); Two example rules ore as follow, NP VP -> A I S, change(B1,×), INP IVP. in NP -> A1 I PP, chonge(B2,X), zel INP nuei. St-grammar onelysis mechanisms receive the results of morphology analysis or previous SO-reduction, send the messages to the IMT-K8 to get releted rules, end apply these rules to ,reduce. the input until o nonterminal symbol S is reduced, thus, to produce the structural description o1' the input.
The SO-grommet analysis algorithm of the system is:. (I) ]in the entries of' the [MT-KB dictionary, we stored not only the word meanings and their disembi--guotlon conditions, but oleo SO-phrase end sementlc rules specJflo to the entry word.
When onulyzlng e sentence, the system first retrieves the SC-phrose rules specific te the words appeared irl the sentence, end ~pplim{ these rules to find a list of possible phrases of the sentence from the context of the words in the senl;eneo.
The phr~se list returned is os follow, X, (i, according to their preferences from higher" Lo lower. Then, it tokes one rule from the rule llst at one buckfirecklng and go to (~) to appl V the rule to reduce the input.
If no rule in the llst con be successfully applied to reduce the input, the system gets the next expectation path from (2) b. If the user needs ell possible trcnslations, the system records down ~he current result end rosevers to the stetus before the Zest reduction end gets the next rule from (5) 
AS we have mentioned before, the case analysis in the SC-analysls is only a complement to the semantic analysis.
It is mainly used to des1 with the context relation and a §pect, tense, modal etc. Thus, the system only needs to analyze those cases which can be used in those purposes.
It ls much simpler than the case analysis in the case grammar analysis.
The case analysis in the SC-enalysls ls performed by the following algorithm, The case analysis in the SC-analysis con solve the elllpsls, anaphora, and other contextual problems.
Semantic dlsambiguatlon and transformation
The SO-rules define not only the relations for the syntagma reduction, but also contextual vector value changes with respect to the reduction of o sentence, and the rules related transformations.
The There will also be some indicators In the string which are used to indicate positions of the translations for inserting tense, voice, modal modiflers.These indlcotors are used as the heuristics of the semantic processing.
The transformetlon in the IMT/EC ls relatively slmple. It travels over the whole anolysls tree from top to down, left to right, transfer every node when the node is £raveled.J'he result of the transformation is the Chinese utterance of the sentence.
Rules with same head patterns may have different case frames A and B,in this case, they may correspond to different transformation operations. These rules ore defined as two different rules by the rule deslgne'r. Whfle in the IMT-KB, the system stores them as one rule wlth many candidate right patterns. Whenever the head pattern is successfully matched, the system sequentially checks these candidates until one of them is satisfied and records down the current successful position so that backtracking mechanism can 120 get the other candidates when necessary. The tasks of the semantic processing in the IMT/EC ore to check the results of the analysis to see whether they satisfy the syntax or semantic collocation rules defined in the IMT-KB, to produce the suitable modifiers for expressing the tense, volce, aspects and so on In the Chinese. In some cases,lt also apply the well formed world knowledge deflned in the IMT-KB to eliminate some 11legal expressions and extend the meanings of some ambiguity words. Slnce the SC-analysls is based on the semantic grammar analysis, most of the syntax and semantic ambiguities are solved in the reduction operations. Even though the case analysls in SC-analysls ls aimed mainly to resolve the contextual problems, they can also solve some ambiguities among o sentence. That is, the semantic processing in the IMT/EC ls orlented to speclflc ambiguities and lnter-sententlal case value evaluations.
Though the processtngs are different in different phases of the trons1otlon, they can be categorized as,
(1) determining the value of o specific semantic identifier, such as tlme adverbial, place edverblal, anophoro etc.
When o specific semantic identifier is concerned, the semontlc, processlng mechanisms first finds the key word which con match the semantic identifier from the sentence,such as word wlth tlme,plaoe properties, then get the phrase which comprises the key word in the sentence, and return the phrase as the value of the identifier.
Only simple anaphoro phenomena are considered in the IMT/EC. They are processed in two different ways. One is to compare the synonyms to flnd the. anaphorn words, the other Is to flnd the suitable anaphoro content through the position relations, such ca, in some specific context the word 'which' can refer to the noun phrases immedlotel y before it.
(2) checking the collocation of syntogmas. Cm (E~ => M~) Here, C is the speech category, E is the context structure of word W, M Is the meaning of word W.
The semantic processing mechanism retrieves the collocatlon rules specific to words of the sentence from the IMT-KB, and applies these rules to check the analysis result to see whether there is any Violation between the analysis result and collocation rules. If there ls, returns fell.
(5) cheoklng the distant contextual relatlons. There are also three possible categories of distant contextual relations appeared in o sentence,
